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Overview 

❍  Context 
❏  LHCb DMS is fully integrated in DIRAC 

✰  Part is generic (VO-agnostic) 
✰  Part is fully LHCb-specific 

❍  Users 
❏  Datasets are obtained from the LHCb Bookkeeping system 

(BK) 
✰  Queries via GUI or Dataset path 

❏  Dataset returned from BK = list of files (LFN) 
❍  Replica catalog 

❏  Using LFC 
❏  List of replicas’ locations 
❏  Used for job placement, data transfers etc… 

❍  Data Management tools 
❏  Central tools (replication, removal…) 
❏  CLI for data browsing, small DMS actions 
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Bookkeeping 

❍  Simple relational DB (full data provenance) 
❏  Tasks 

✰  Have output files 
✰  May have input files 

❄  Note for RAW data: tasks == DAQ runs 

❏  Files 
✰  Are produced by a task 
✰  May be used as input to a task 
✰  BK knows whether a file has a replica or not 
✰  Files may be visible or invisible (e.g. archives) 

❍  Productions, steps and tasks 
❏  Tasks belong to “productions” 
❏  Productions are made of one or more “steps” 

✰  Each step represents a configured application 
✰  Step parameters: application + version + Gaudi options 
✰  The steps are running within real jobs 

❏  Productions have some additional parameters 
✰  Input data query 
✰  Output data policy 
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Bookkeeping (cont’d) 

❍  BK datasets access via a FS-like structure 
❍  BK paths 

❏  /Origin/Activity/Conditions/ProcessingPass/EventType/
FileType 

❏  Origin: DAQ readout partition or “MC” 
✰  E.g. /LHCb   /Velo   /MC 

❏  Activity: specifies further the origin 
✰  E.g. /Collision11   /MC2010 

❏  Conditions: beam or simulation condition + detector config 
✰  E.g. /Beam3500GeV-VeloCLosed-MagDown 

❏  Processing pass: one “node” per processing step 
✰  E.g. /RealData/Reco09/Stripping13 

❏  Event Type (mainly for MC, but also for online “streams”) 
✰  Coded number 

❏  File Type (includes selection stream) 
✰  E.g. /RAW   /DIMUON.DST 
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Bookkeeping (end) 

❍  Productions are within a BK path (excl. file type) 
❏  More than one production in a path 
❏  Only constraint: data must be compatible 

❍  Production + data type : set of files 
❍  For each BK query (path) 

❏  Identify relevant productions 
❏  Get list of files 

✰  Only returns those that are visible and have a replica 
❍  Additional file flags 

❏  Files have a Data Quality flag 
❏  Allows to identify bad data (e.g. problematic runs or results 

of mistakes) 
❏  By default bad data are not seen by users 

✰  Only on request 
❍  BK queries are used also by DIRAC for creating input 

datasets to productions 
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Replica catalog 

❍  Based on the LFC 
❏  Wrapped by DIRAC classes 
❏  Using the python binding of LFC 

❍  LFNs: meaningful readable path 
❏  Main entry point to LFC 
❏  E.g. /LHCb/data/2011/RAW/FULL/Collision11/98765/xxxx.RAW 

❍  GUID: only used within Gaudi for checking files and 
navigation to parent files 

❍  LFC “host name”: defines the “DIRAC Storage Element” 
❏  Used for constructing the file SURL (see later) 
❏  Note: the SURL as at replica registration is also recorded 

for convenience (e.g. using lcg-lr) but not mandatory for 
DIRAC 
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Sites’ configuration 

❍  Storage only at Tier1s 
❏  Castor (2), dCache (4), StoRM (1) 

❍  Until recently: 
❏  One space token per mains file class 
❏  LHCb-RAW, LHCb-RDST, LHCb-DST, LHCb-M-DST 

(master) etc… 
❏  ~OK at dCache sites, but not adequate for Castor 

✰  Not enough spindles not bandwidth on Castor due to low number 
of servers (particularly for T0D1 pools) 

❍  New configuration: no T1D1 STs any longer! 
❏  LHCb-Tape (T1D0) 
❏  LHCb-Disk (T0D1) 
❏  LHCb-USER (T0D1) 

✰  In order to protect production storage  
❏  dCache sites: LHCb-Tape only for put, separate pool for get 

of T1D0 files 
❏  Castor: LHCb-Tape used for both read and write 
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File archiving 

❍  LHCb Computing Model 
❏  All datasets used for publications must be kept 

✰  2 replicas on custodial storage (T1D0) 
❍  Archival as additional replication 

❏  Mitigate the absence of proper SRM change of space 
❏  T1D1 == two replicas (T1D0 + T0D1) 
❏  Change of space (T1D1 -> T1D0) == remove T0D1 replica! 

❍  Archival strategy 
❏  Archival is part of the data distribution process 
❏  Files for analysis are distributed to “n” Tier1 LHCb-Disk SEs 

and 2 LHCb-Tape archival Ses 
✰  Transfers optimised (to disk first, then local copy to “tape”) 

❍  Dataset retirement 
❏  Just bulk removal of all “disk” replicas 
❏  Files with only archival replicas are made invisible in the BK 
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LFN, SURL and DIRAC SEs 

❍  DIRAC Storage Element 
❏  Logical files container on a physical SE 
❏  Associated to an SRM space token 

✰  However several DIRAC SEs can share the same ST 
❏  Various protocols can be specified 

✰  E.g. mainly SRMv2, but also RFIO, gsiftp 
❏  SE description is in the DIRAC Configuration service 

✰  Endpoint 
✰  SAPath 
✰  SRM space token (if SRM) 

❍  DIRAC has classes to build SURLs from LFNs 
❏  For a given SE and protocol 
❏  Based on simple construction rules 

✰  No interaction with BDII (only DIRAC CS) 
❏  Allows changes of e.g. SRM endpoint without change in LFC 
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Data Management operations 

❍  Based on LFC, gfal, lcg_utils and FTS 
❍  Typical operations 

❏  Get SURLs from LFNs  
❏  Get tURLs from LFNs (given the SE) 
❏  Replicate files 

✰  Can use either lcg-cp or FTS (if available channel) 
❏  Remove replicas 

✰  Protects against removal of the last replica 
❏  Remove files 

✰  All replicas + entry in LFC 
❍  Permissions 

❏  Uses LFC ACLs 
❏  Permissions are checked in the LFC before any operation 
❏  … due to the absence of SRM support for ACLs 

✰  Starting to set ACLs directly at physical SE level 
✰  Painful as all sites have different policies 

❏  No real way to avoid backdoor actions  
✰  Discussing with Castor @ CERN 
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Files for jobs 

❍  Gaudi uses an XML file catalog 
❏  Input files defined as list of LFNs (obtained from BK) 
❏  No BK query from within jobs 

❍  XML catalog created at job start 
❏  LFN -> SURL -> tURL 
❏  If timeout getting a tURL, the jobs is rescheduled 

✰  Back into the DIRAC central queue 
❏  Main problem: SRM overload when many files are used 

❍  DIRAC input data policy 
❏  Either direct access or local copy 
❏  General policy can be overwritten for each production and/or 

site 
✰  In practice download for reconstruction and file merging 
✰  Direct access for stripping and user jobs 
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Files from jobs 

❍  Applications write files out on local disk 
❏  Requirement: 15 GB of local disk (in CIC card) 

❍  File upload in finalisation step of DIRAC 
❏  Selection of which files to upload (e.g. not keep DIGI files 

from simulation) 
❏  Upload policy: determine which target SE: either rigid (e.g. 

local-RDST) or fuzzy (e.g. any Tier1 RDST) 
❏  Failover: 7 DIRAC SEs (small buffers on LHCb-Disk) 

✰  If upload to final destination fails, upload to any failover SE 
(random) 

✰  Transfer request set to final destination 
❄  Handled asynchronously by FTS transfer + removal 

❍  Data merging (@ Tier1s) 
❏  Applies LHCb policy: size (5GB), grouping by run if needed 

❍  Data distribution 
❏  Implemented as a DIRAC transformation (similar to 

production) 
✰  Data placement policy (nb of replicas, archival, run gouping) 
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The permission nightmare 

❍  Major failure of middleware and site configuration 
❍  Example of Castor @ CERN 
❍  Mapping to only 2 UID with the same LHCb group (z5) 

❏  lhcbprod for DNs who have the production capability 
✰  Not even based on the FQAN (yet) 

❏  lhcb001 for all others 
❏  Consequences:  

✰  all directories and files (for users) have to be rw 
✰  All users can delete each other’s files 

❄  Therefore the LFC permission check before any operaiton 
✰  Some users have files owned by lhcb001 and other files by 

lhcbprod! 
❏  Current discussion 

✰  Create Unix groups corresponding to the VOMS roles 
✰  Use Castor VOMS awareness for providing better protection 

❍  Preventing users to stage files from tape 
❏  Staging performed by the DIRAC stager  

✰  No way to avoid backdoors (lxplus, lxbatch) 
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Accounting 

❍  All operations are accounted for 
❏  Operation, source, destination, final status, time, size, 

duration 
❏  Allows to quickly spot problems at sites (e.g. SRM) or in FTS 

❍  New developments 
❏  Storage usage 

✰  Time trend of storage usage  
✰  By SE, user, production, BK dataset 
✰  Being commissioned 

❏  Dataset popularity 
✰  All information is already in DIRAC about file usage 
✰  Need to aggregate information as a function of time 

❄  Considering pros and cons of the IT/ES framework (from ATLAS) or 
internal DIRAC handling 

❏  Dynamic placement 
✰  Based on popularity 
✰  No progress yet (lack of manpower) 
✰  Willing to learn form ATLAS’ experience 

PhC 14 
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Catalog consistency 

❍  Too many backdoors are possible! 
❍  Data can (and are) lost by sites 
❍  Consequence: no guarantee that SE, LFC and  BK are 

consistent 
❍  Data loss or unavailability 

❏  Currently flag files in LFC (manual action) 
❏  Considering the SE messaging system 

❍  Consistency implemented as DIRAC agents 
❏  LFC-> SE consistency: check that all files exist 
❏  SE->LFC: check that all files are registered (based of SE 

dumps provided by sites) 
❏  LFC<->BK: check that all files are consistently registered 

(existence of replicas) 
✰  Avoid users to get files form BK that do not have a replica 
✰  Avoid that some files are not used as not returned to users by 

BK 
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Data access issues 

❍  Disk space is not all !! 
❏  Even more important is data access  
❏  Concern with (too) large disk servers 

✰  Or rather with too small bandwidth 
❏  Example of CERN LHCb-Tape 

✰  Would require ~ 100 TB of cache (maximum) 
✰  In (1.5 Gbit/s) 

❄  RAW from pit (10 TB/day) 
❄  SDST from Tier0 (2.5 TB/day) 
❄  Archives from Tier1s (3.5 TB/day) 

✰  Out (3 Gbit/s) 
❄  RAW migration (10 TB/day) 
❄  RAW export (10 TB/day) 
❄  Reco + stripping jobs (12.5 TB/day) 

✰  5 servers with 1 Gbit ethernet cannot cope with peaks! 
❏  Disk for merging or analysis 

✰  Here limitation also comes from the number of spindles 
❏  dCache, StoRM are much better behaving than Castor 

(logical STs spread on many disk servers) 
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Conclusion 

❍  DIRAC DMS and its LHCb extensions fulfill LHCb’s 
requirements 

❍  However many points require consolidation: 
❏  DM accounting 
❏  Catalog consistency 
❏  FTS better control and monitoring 

❍  Points under investigation (manpower…) 
❏  Alternatives to LFC (DIRAC file catalog?) 
❏  New FTS (if ever?) 
❏  Popularity and dynamic data placement 

❍  Operational issues 
❏  Permissions 

✰  Is it reasonable to have so expensive data almost unprotected? 
❏  Bandwidth / spindles vs disk space 

✰  Some sites (CERN) helpful, some others (no names) stick to pure 
space allocation 
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